This paper proposes a technique for polygonal approximation of chain-coded curve after relaxing the definition of digital straight segment. The initial approximation is modified by merging quasi linear vertices followed by insertion of additional vertices. The entire process involves comparison and computation on integral domain. It uses an approximation of perpendicular distance which is shown to impose an upper bound on perpendicular distance. The experimental results show improvement upon a similar work.
Introduction
Approximation of a digital curve by a sequence of piece straight line segments has drawn considerable attention in research community and found its applications in pattern recognition, computer vision, cartography, and in other related areas. If the curve is closed then the approximation is called polygonal approximation otherwise, it is called a polyline approximation. These algorithms can be categorized as iterative and sequential, optimal and suboptimal. A number of algorithms for polygonal approximation of digital curve had been developed. The earliest among the these algorithms was an iterative splitting technique [1] followed by an iterative split-and-merge technique [2] and then the earliest one-pass sequential technique using perpendicular distance [3] . Though iterative splitting technique depends on initial segmentation but iterative split-and-merge does not. But in either technique, the fundamental problem is initial segmentation. Ramer [1] proposed that the top left corner and bottom corner of the input curve can be taken as initial vertices of the polygon. Researchers in this area also proposed techniques such as local vertex adjustment, split-and-merge post processing, to rectify the errors in the approximation because of the ad hoc initial segmentation albeit with additional cost. The one-pass sequential technique [3] is fast, but it rounds off sharp turnings and misses corners. Wall and Danielsson [4] used area deviation per unit length as a measure of colinearity and devised a one-pass sequential technique and succeeded to retain sharp turnings and corners using an additional test which was referred to as `peak test`.
The above mentioned techniques generate a suboptimal polygon. Dunham [5] and others (e.g., [6] ) used dynamic programming to find an optimal approximation of a curve by piece straight line segments.
Pikaz and Dinstein [7] , Zhu and Chirlian [8] , Visvalingam and Whytt [9] , introduced iterative point elimination that treats polygonal approximation as problem of elimination of points from a curve that are not likely to be candidate vertices of the approximation. Genetic approach has also been used to address the problem of polygonal approximation e.g., [10, 11] .
It is possible to approximate a digital curve using DSS identification algorithm. If the curve is closed then this approximation is called polygonal approximation. But using DSS for polygonal approximation of digital curves results in too many straight line segments and this is why Bhowmick and Bhattacharya [14] relaxed the definition of DSS, retaining Rule 1, modifying Rule 2 and dropping the other rules and thereby introduced the concept of what they called Approximate Digital Straight Segment (ADSS). The definition of ADSS involves determination of singular and non-singular elements, and then allowing a segment to grow beyond a DSS as long as the run length of the nonsingular elements does not exceed the smallest run length   p by more than
does not vanish. Bhowmick and Bhattacharya used 1  t and proposed that some other value of t e.g.,
, could, instead be used. They also imposed similar constraint on the value of the leftmost as well as the rightmost nonsingular run length so that an ADSS does not deviate too much from the digital curve and stated that the value of t may differ among the leftmost, the rightmost and intermediate run lengths. Though ADSS extraction results in less number of visually straight segments than DSS does, but choice of
is ad hoc in nature having no bearing on the local topology of the curve and the choice requires human intervention.
The ADSS acts as an initial segmentation of the digital curve. Usually decomposition of a digital curve by ADSS too, results in too many ADSS and this is why Bhowmick and Bhattacharya [14] merged multiple successive ADSS based on two different criterion functions namely, (i) sum of area deviation of the curve per unit length of approximating line segment (in the line of Wall and Danielsson [4] ) and (ii) maximum area deviation of the curve per unit length of the approximating line segment. This results in representation of a digital curve by a polygon / poly-line approximation. Experiments with a variety of data set show that polygonal / poly-line approximation using criterion (ii) produces less accurate representation that those using criterion (i). Moreover, Wall and Danielsson [4] used a `peak test` and with it, succeeded to retain sharp turnings, but since no such test was used in Bhowmick and Bhattacharya [14] so the approximations are found to round off sharp turnings. This paper introduces Asymmetric Digital Straight Segment (AsymDSS) that does not require ad hoc choice of parameter but it can detect visually straight segments successfully in most of the scenarios. Segmentation of a digital curve into AsymDSS is followed by merging quasi linear vertices and inserting additional vertices (splitting), if required. Perpendicular distance in integral domain is introduced and used as a metric for
Asymmetric Digital Straight Segment Detection
AsymDSS detection starts off by identifying singular and nonsingular elements and continues to merge chain codes with the segment as long as singular element occurs singly without imposing any constraint on the length of nonsingular run lengths. This strategy is the consequence of retaining Rule 1 of DSS and dropping the rest of the rules, mentioned in the last section. The rationale behind dropping Rule 2 through 4 is that these rules were required for maintaining symmetry in a DSS.
A number of digital curves along with the AsymDSS generated thereof are shown in Figure 1 . Each of the digital curves results in a single AsymDSS because the singular element has length unity. The AsymDSS in Figure 1 , rather each of these curves consists of multiple ADSS, but each of these curves is detected as a single AsymDSS. It is evident from figures 1(c) and 1(d), an AsymDSS may deviate from a digital curve more than an ADSS, resulting in a coarse approximation of the curve and hence higher error in approximation, but AsymDSS does not require ad hoc parameter. As seen from Figure  1(d) , the approximation error may be significantly high. So AsymDSS should be subjected to splitting at a location on the digital curve furthest from the AsymDSS.
It may be noted from the above paragraph that detection of AsymDSS needs comparison of chain-code only and no arithmetic operation is required as in the detection of ADSS. Moreover, ADSS detection requires an ad hoc choice of parameter t whereas detection of AsymDSS does not require any such parameter. Since an AsymDSS may contain multiple ADSS hence it produces a coarser approximation than that produced by ADSS detection and is a faster decomposition technique than that of ADSS. Since ADSS detection results in too many tiny segments hence it requires an immediate merging so as 4 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC to merge quasi linear vertices. AsymDSS on the contrary, produces a coarser approximation and thereby it produces a visually good approximation of a digital curve (see experimental results) in most of the scenarios.
Merging Quasi Linear Vertices
Starting from an arbitrary vertex of polygon, generated by AsymDSS, vertices are merged one after another with an initial vertex until merging is no longer possible. The metric used for merging is the distance of a vertex to the line segment joining the initial vertex to the last vertex being considered for merging. If the maximum of the distances of the vertices from the line segment exceeds a threshold then all the vertices preceding the vertex at the maximum deviation are merged and the process is repeated using this vertex (with maximum deviation) as initial vertex and is continued beyond the starting vertex. If the starting vertex happens to be a vertex after merging then the merging terminates, otherwise, the process is continued until the index of the vertex generated last coincides with that of a vertex already generated through merging. If the digital curve is open, instead of being closed, then the merging should start at one end point and end at the other. The two end points of the curve also belong to the set of vertices of the poly-line approximation (since the curve is open hence the approximation is called poly-line approximation) of the curve. For closed digital curve, merging can be started from any of the vertices generated by AsymDSS and hence merging is independent of the starting vertex.
The metric used for testing quasi linearity of consecutive vertices for merging the same is usually maximum perpendicular distance of a vertex from the approximating line segment, computed using floating point arithmetic. But this metric may miss corners and round off sharp turnings. Dunham [5] used distance to a line segment instead of perpendicular distance. Though this metric does not round off corners and preserves sharp turnings, but it needs floating point arithmetic. This paper introduces a measure for distance of a point from a line segment so that corners are not missed, sharp turnings are preserved and computation can be performed in integral domain.
Consider three successive vertices namely, k V , 1 
) , ( k k y x being the coordinates of a vertex k V . The above computation involves floating point arithmetic including square root operation in the denominator. So it is proposed to approximate the denominator of (1) either by isothetic distance (right hand side of (2)) or by city block distance (right hand side of (3)) i.e., one of the following approximations ) (  is proposed. 
but 
So an upper bound on isothetic distance (right hand side of (4)) will impose an upper bound on Euclidean distance (left hand side of (4)). Replacing the denominator of the perpendicular distance d in (1) by isothetic distance results in a metric of the form
If an upper bound (a threshold)  is imposed on ' d then this in turn, will also impose an upper bound on d and so instead of comparing ' d against  (a floating point comparison), the following comparison in the integral domain is proposed.
If the orthogonal projection of (Figure 2(c) ).
Vertex Insertion
Because of the presence of one or more very long non singular run lengths on AsymDSS, the curve may deviate significantly from the approximating line segment (Figure 1(d) ) and so it may be necessary to split a segment into multiple ones. The splitting is performed at a point most distant from the approximating line segment. In most of the experiments carried out in this paper, this step hardly resulted in a significantly different approximation. But singular cases do exist where a large deviation of the digital curve from the approximating line segment may produce significantly high approximation error. The deviation may be a maximum at any point of the digital curve depending on the distribution of the non-singular run lengths along it. So it is necessary to make an attempt to decompose a line segment at a point on the digital curve furthest from the segment.
In order to insert vertices between a pair of consecutive vertices k V and 
The second term on the right hand side of (8) is isothetic distance and is used here as an approximation of Euclidean distance for reasons stated in the last section. 
Time Complexity
Since a sequential scan of the chain codes is performed by AsymDSS (processing each chain code once only) hence the time complexity of the AsymDSS is linear with the data size. This complexity is the same as that of ADSS [14] . At the merging stage, only the vertices generated by AsymDSS are considered and hence the worst case complexity of this phase is of the order of input data size. At the stage of vertex insertion, it is necessary to visit points of the curve intermediate of the vertices generated by AsynDSS perhaps more than once. If m be the number of intermediate points of the two successive vertices 
Since m is only a fraction of n and is never of the order of m hence the processing time of the curve segment from the vertex k V till the vertex 1  k V linear with m . So the time complexity of the vertex insertion phase is also linear with data size n . Since the time complexity of AsymDSS and that of merging is also linear with data size hence the time complexity of the proposed method is linear with data size.
Fidelity of Approximation
The measures used for fidelity of polygonal approximation are usually compression ratio, maximum error, integral square error and figure of merit. If a digital curve has n points that result in an approximation consisting of m vertices then the compression ratio is defined by m n / . The approximation error i e of a point i p from its nearest polygonal side is its perpendicular distance from the side and maximum error is the maximum of these distances. The integral square error is the sum of squares of these errors. Since a trade-off exists between approximation error and compression ratio hence figure of merit [15] defined by the ratio of compression ratio to integral square error expressed in percentage is used to compare the polygonal approximation of a curve generated by two different techniques. In case, integral square error is found to be zero then the figure merit is undefined and the approximation is regarded as a trivial approximation.
Experimental Results
The technique developed here has been tested extensively on a large number of digital curves and some of these results are shown in this paper. The Figure 3 through 10 shows the polygonal approximation of different digital curves [16] overlaid on the input curve obtained using the proposed method and those obtained using the technique introduced in [14] . The vertices are marked with dots bigger than those of digital points. In each figure, the top most row show the approximations obtained by the proposed method, the second row shows the ones obtained by decomposing the curve using ADSS and then merging ADSS using Table I .
It may be observed from the figures as well as from the table that the approximation error (maximum error and integral square error) produced by the proposed method is lower than that produced by applying ADSS followed by merging [14] and the proposed method detects higher number of vertices than by [14] , and the figure of merit of the approximations produced by the proposed method is higher than that by [14] . This difference is found to be more significant at the higher values of the tolerance parameter τ. The ADSS followed by merging using sum of area criterion performs better than those 
Conclusion
The AsymDSS has been introduced relaxing the definition of DSS followed by sequential merging and insertion of additional vertices. Merging is performed using an integral form of comparison of perpendicular distance and distance to a point so as to retain corners and sharp turnings whereas for vertex insertion only the former metric is used. It is observed that the approximation produced by the proposed method is better than those produced by [14] . It is possible to add an enhancement to this work producing symmetric approximation from symmetric digital curve if operations are performed twice
